Centrifugal Chiller
Optimization Package
Save Up to 30% On Your Centrifugal Chiller’s
Compressor Energy!

Until several years ago, most chiller manufacturers did not offer variable frequency drives (VFD)
on their centrifugal chillers. Large horsepower drives were too expensive and there was no
state-of-the art way to control them. Now that has all changed. Nearly all engineers and manufacturers embrace the concept of chiller plants in which all the chillers, pumps and tower fans are
variable speed. Such plants are called "all-variable speed" plants. Why the sudden change in
attitude toward variable speed? The real question is why manufacturers have resisted the
inevitable and beneficial integration of variable speed technologies into their chiller products for
so long. Whatever the reasons, it's all history now, and designers or plant managers who employ
chillers need to consider how to integrate these new technologies into their existing chiller plants
because they offer enormous cost reductions.
A centrifugal chiller is typically the single largest consumer
of energy in a building and as the cost for large horsepower
VFDs comes down, their application on centrifugal chillers
has become more economically attractive.
Since most chillers operate at part load/off 99% of the time,
the savings created by installing a VFD can be significant,
up to 30% annually. By accruing off-design energy savings,
payback can come in as little as one to three years. Plus,
you will realize substantial savings year after year over the
chiller’s life.
Air Masters along with the Chiller Systems Group (www.chillergroup.com) has developed a Chiller
Optimization Package (COP). This state-of-the-art package, comprised of a highly efficient VFD
coupled with a user friendly microprocessor based touch screen control panel, is designed for
existing chillers regardless of their brand or size.
The COP retrofit was developed specifically for large tonnage centrifugal chillers. Now you can
reduce your energy costs by applying the COP retrofit to your existing chiller. The result: an
annual average energy savings of up to 30%. These savings are possible because no constant
speed centrifugal chiller can match the performance of a COP retrofitted chiller under real-world
operating conditions.
To understand how a COP retrofitted chiller can offer energy savings,
consider the two factors that affect chiller energy consumption: load
and entering condenser water temperature. A reduction in either of
these two factors will reduce compressor lift and save energy. However,
the method by which the chiller adjusts to these changes can have a
major impact on the magnitude of these savings.
A constant speed chiller reacts to lower load or lower entering
condenser water temperature by closing its pre-rotational vanes, which
throttles refrigerant flow and saves some energy. However, as the vanes
continue to close, they create frictional losses, which hurt the chiller’s
efficiency and limit its energy saving capabilities.
A much more efficient way to adjust to changing load characteristics or lower condenser water
temperatures is to vary the speed of the impeller. The COP retrofit accomplishes this by controlling the voltage and frequency of the electrical power consumed by the compressor motor. This
frequency drive paired with a touch screen microprocessor control panel continuously adjusts the
compressor speed to respond to various load and water temperature combinations which results
in fine-tuned chiller operation and provides maximum energy savings.

RETROFIT
ADVANTAGES
Variable Frequency Drives
provide the most energy
efficient means of capacity
control for centrifugal
chillers.
Variable Frequency Drives
have the lowest starting
current of any type of
starter.
Variable Frequency Drives
reduce thermal and
mechanical stresses on
motors and gears.
Variable Frequency Drives
offer rapid payback compared to other chiller
energy retrofits.
Variable Frequency Drives
can reduce motor noise
levels up to 10 decibels.
Microprocessor based
control panel offers “smart”
control for peak performance.
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